Important Notice

Parents Meeting for Field Trip to NYSEG Stadium

Date of Trip, Wednesday, July 17, 2019

Reminder Field Trip is only for Full Day Campers! Half day Campers do not attend on Field trip days.

Departure from Highland Noon.
Departure from NYSEG Stadium 3:20-3:30
Estimated Time Arrival at Highland 3:50

We will eat lunch at the park at 10:45 before leaving for the ball game. Children can bring money for concessions, souvenirs, bounce houses etc. We are not responsible or can limit how much they spend. If you give them $20.00, they will be able to spend $20.00.

We will be sitting on the splash side of the ball park. Participants will get wet and may want to wear swim gear to the park and bring a towel. Only small sneaker bags are allowed.

NO Food or drinks can be brought into the ballpark. Bags will be inspected prior to entering.

Please remind your children to be alert of foul balls or thrown bats in the stand. It is encourage they pay attention to the game for their own safety.

A decision will be made by 11:00 if we will be attending due to weather. If we get inclement weather while at the game the buses will be stationed nearby so we can take cover in the bus. If the game goes in a rain delay we will leave the ballgame early and returning to Highland Park before the arrival time.

If you have any questions, please contact your child’s head counselor or Chris Hinkey at (607) 748-5784.